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       And then there are the rare ones who know love, who understand it.
Who freely give of themselves, demanding only a return of that
love,that trust. 
~Kim Harrison

I'll wait for you under the bluebells. I'll be there always. 
~Kim Harrison

Actually, I am kind of busy right now,â€• I drawled as I settled back into
the chair and closed my eyes. â€œYou have to make melanin while the
sun shines. 
~Kim Harrison

I've got your back. Nothing alive will ever hurt you if I have breath in
me. And nothing dead will hurt you if I don't.â€• (Kisten) 
~Kim Harrison

I told you, computers are like women. If you shout at them or ask them
to do too many things at once, they shut down and you won't even get
a sniff" pg. 4 
~Kim Harrison

Breaking rules isn't bad when what you're doing is more important than
the rule itself 
~Kim Harrison

Sure, he had a wife and fifty-four kids, but he looked like a college
freshman. A yummy college freshman majoring in
Oh-my-god-I-gotta-get-me-some-of-that. 
~Kim Harrison

Maybe he thinks he can rescue me? No one is that stupid. 
~Kim Harrison
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I was cold, hungry, and in a hole in the ground. But at least I had my
elven porn, damnit! 
~Kim Harrison

Endings are not always bad. Most times they're just beginnings in
disguise. 
~Kim Harrison

Sure, it was nice now, but eventually there would be running and
screaming and blood on the floor. 
~Kim Harrison

You bet your Grannie's Panties I will. 
~Kim Harrison

I sighed. I hated the maze of bureaucracy with a passion, but I've found
the best way to deal with it is to smile and act stupid. That way, no one
gets confused. 
~Kim Harrison

Good Lord, I thought, squinting at the bright glare of a late-July
morning. No wonder I slept through this. It was noisy with shrieking
birds, and already hot. 
~Kim Harrison

Growing up is hard, love. Otherwise everyone would do it. 
~Kim Harrison

But the same things that had once attracted menow left me with a mild
sense of unease. Ivy would say I was getting smarter, but I just
feltâ€¦empty. 
~Kim Harrison

Like the end of a picnic, all the weenies will be roasted. 
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she thought I could find a way to save her soul when she died and
became an undead. Right now, I was just looking to find the rent
money. I'd get to my roommate's soul later. 
~Kim Harrison

...treat people with understanding when you can, and fake it when you
can't until you do understand. 
~Kim Harrison

Being poor is not an indication of potential or worth. It's a lack of
resources. 
~Kim Harrison

Happy endings were never handed out. You had to fight for them, earn
them with bruised hearts and sacrifices. 
~Kim Harrison

Hey, ah, does anyone want a cookie or something? Oh yeah. A cookie.
That would make everything better. Dunked in a shot of tequila ,
maybe? Or better yet, just the bottle? Yeah, that ought to do it. 
~Kim Harrison

He wanted that again, that feeling of standing with her against all odds
and succeeding. He wanted it so bad, he was going to risk destroying
everything he and his father had worked for. 
~Kim Harrison

The undead did not love, but they remembered love with a savage
loyalty. 
~Kim Harrison

Welcome home, Rachel mariana Morgan, he said, his goat-slitted eyes
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holding a new, dangerous light. It's a pleasure to finally meet you. 
~Kim Harrison

I won't snatch, harm, or scare to death people with you or use checking
up on you as an excuse to cause trouble. You're worse than my
mother, Rachel.â€• â€œMine, too,â€• Jenks muttered. 
~Kim Harrison

Music moves society more than most people realize. In my opinion, it's
a soft manipulator of influence and change. 
~Kim Harrison

Rachel?â€• came Ivy's voice from her room. â€œWhere's my
sword?â€• â€œIn the foyer where you left it last week when the
evangelists were canvassing the neighborhood 
~Kim Harrison

Knowledge is Power. Ignorance is Bliss. But curiosityâ€”even if it had
killed the catâ€”is king. 
~Kim Harrison

Listen before you draw your battle lines, lest you alienate your allies. 
~Kim Harrison

His right ear still held both studs, and I wondered who had the missing
earring. I would have asked, but was afraid he'd tell me Ivy had it. 
~Kim Harrison

You need a new hobby, Rachel. Something other than nasty little men
with visions of world domination. 
~Kim Harrison

...It's easier to find a way to make money at something you love than to
learn to love a job that you can make money at. 
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What was it with me and organized beatings, anyway? 
~Kim Harrison

I can think of a lot of things to do," he said, "and none of them involve
standing up. - Al 
~Kim Harrison

It was starting to smell really good in here. And if I liked what it smelled
like, then they were liking what they were smelling, and ahâ€¦that would
be me. 
~Kim Harrison

It's a cat. Boy, you couldn't slip anything past me tonight. 
~Kim Harrison

Maybe I could be friends with a ghost. I wouldn't be able to kill him. 
~Kim Harrison

I'd given up on the white picket fence after Kisten had diedâ€”finding
out my kids would be demons was the nail in the coffin. 
~Kim Harrison

Tell me where you want it,â€• I said. Minias drew back, his purple robes
shifting about his ankles. â€œYou're asking me?â€• â€œWell, unless
you want a big R on your forehead. 
~Kim Harrison

Looking at everything, I started to feel nauseous, as if the seventies
had taken refuge here against extinction and were preparing to take
over the world. 
~Kim Harrison
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Do you have a sleeping bag?â€• I stared at him. â€œNo. I lost it in the
great salt-dip of '06. 
~Kim Harrison

And if he is lying and he double-crosses you, I'll kill him for you.â€•
From anyone else, it would have been an idle threat, and I smiled,
feeling loved. (Ivy and Rachel) 
~Kim Harrison

I felt sick. Buying Kisten's and my safety from Piscary was so wrong.
But it was either that or deal with a demon, and I'd rather keep my soul
clean and let my morals get dingy. 
~Kim Harrison

The demon had trouble remembering what she was doing, but she was
powerful, sort of the crazy Wendy of the lost lord-of-the-flies boys. 
~Kim Harrison

I got it this time, Daddy Warbucks," I said. 
~Kim Harrison

You cannot thrash the person who makes you coffee. It's a rule
somewhere. 
~Kim Harrison

I grew up reading SF in the 70s and 80s, and I like fast,
thought-provoking plots that take you places in fully realized worlds. 
~Kim Harrison

See, this was why I liked coffee. You couldn't screw up making coffee.
Even the bad stuff was good. 
~Kim Harrison

I have to save the world tomorrow, and I don't even know what I'm
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going to wear yet.--Rachel Morgan 
~Kim Harrison

Lately I'd begun carrying pain amulets in my bag, like some people
have breath mints. 
~Kim Harrison

Al was cruel, vindictive, angry, elegant, powerful. He gave me strength,
he gave me wisdom, not only about magic, but about myself. He was a
lot like Trent, only harsher around the edges. 
~Kim Harrison

They weren't idiots, but I attracted trouble that just begged me to beat it
into submission. 
~Kim Harrison

She smiled with the warmth of a penguin. 
~Kim Harrison

It is not always what we do, Sa'han, but who we love that makes us
who we are. Quen 
~Kim Harrison

Rachel, my itchy witch," Al said as he tugged the lace at his cuffs.
"We've talked about this. You simply must stop collecting nasty little
men. How many do you really need, love? 
~Kim Harrison

A devious spark lit through Al, making me smile. One way. It costs too
much, he said. â€œThere's no inflation in the ever-after, Al.â€• Call it a
recession then. One way. 
~Kim Harrison

Coffee. I could smell coffee. Coffee would make everything better. 
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A demon was asking me what I wanted. My eyes flicked to Al, and he
shrugged. â€œWhat do you want?â€• he said softly. 
~Kim Harrison

He didn't want Lucy to grow up feeling alone, surrounded by everything
and having nothing. 
~Kim Harrison

I ought to file charges of uncommon stupidity against you for letting her
try this alone." ~ Newt, Black Magic Sanction, Kim Harrison 
~Kim Harrison

She just threatened to throw the next man who shoots at you out the
window. Megan is awake. She offered to help. God, Trent, what is it
with you and women? 
~Kim Harrison

I thought it odd that the woman was over a thousand years old but
thought the microwave was primitive. 
~Kim Harrison

Ku'Sox was indeed a demon. In. The. Sun. I needed answers, but I
wanted them from Al, notâ€¦Cute Socks here. 
~Kim Harrison

She's not much of a team player, more of a team yeller. 
~Kim Harrison

Was using â€œdead-man's-toeâ€• morally okay if the man's relatives
had knowingly sold him for parts? 
~Kim Harrison
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He grinned. â€œThat's because pixies are ever-after. We're magic,
baby. Just ask Matalina. 
~Kim Harrison

Ivy's COOK THE STEAK, DON'T STAKE THE COOK apron. 
~Kim Harrison

My office is trashed,â€• he grumped as he squished across his damp
carpet and took the coffee that I was holding out to him. â€œWhy are
you smiling? My fish are dead. 
~Kim Harrison

Apparently their numerous tattoos gave them protection against the
cold as they had no coats. 
~Kim Harrison

The cookie maker needs someone to look out for him. 
~Kim Harrison

Find Eloy. Smack his head into a wall, dance on his guts... I'd get
creative. Spontaneous like. 
~Kim Harrison

Oh, I'm sorry. Did I interrupt some sort of dominance foreplay? 
~Kim Harrison

CINCINNATI MORGUE, AN EQUAL-OPPORTUNITY SERVICE SINCE
1966. 
~Kim Harrison

My mother isn't crazy. She simply has a harder time than most
reconciling her reality with everyone else's reality. 
~Kim Harrison
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Five trolls in a dra-a-a-a-ag,' the four-inch man sang from my shoulder.
'Four purple condoms, three French ticklers, two horny vamps and a
succubus in the snow. 
~Kim Harrison

Okay, you drive," she said. "I'll sit with m head hanging out of the
window like a golden retriever. 
~Kim Harrison

I was having coffee with my bodyguard. I didn't expect to be hunting
bad guys until later. Leather before sundown is tacky. 
~Kim Harrison

Be reasonable. I know you can be. If you try very, very hard.â€• - Al to
Rachel 
~Kim Harrison

You!â€• she said, stepping forward with a vehement expression and
her finger pointed. Heart pounding, I pressed into Al. Funny how he
seemed so much safer now. (Newt, Rachel and Al) 
~Kim Harrison

Inside Junior's it was peaceful. I can change that, I thought dryly. 
~Kim Harrison

Rachel, you summon demons. You're good at it. Get over it, then find a
way to make it work for you. It's not going to go away. 
~Kim Harrison

And while seeing Trent in his tighty-whities would make my decade, I'd
found out long ago that I couldn't stay mad at a man wearing nothing
but underwear. They looked so charmingly vulnerable. 
~Kim Harrison
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Elves apparently had a short childhood. Not like witches, who seemed
to take forever to grow up, according to Jenks. 
~Kim Harrison

If it was up to me, I'd choose the hard path with the easy ending, not
the easy path with the hard end. 
~Kim Harrison

...Everyone had to eat, but eating people wasn't polite. 
~Kim Harrison

Oh for the sweet humpin' love of Tink! ~ Jenks 
~Kim Harrison

Yes, but . . .â€• She hesitated, her gaze finally coming to me. â€œI
survived because I fell in love.â€• With you was unspoken. 
~Kim Harrison

One person can't hold anything, but two can have the world. 
~Kim Harrison

What are you?" I rasped. It smiled. "Whatever scares you. 
~Kim Harrison

Minias smiled. Great. Another charming demon. I sort of prefer the
insane ones. 
~Kim Harrison

Why aren't you afraid of me? I've seen my death, and you're not it. 
~Kim Harrison

Keep your vampire mitts off me. I'm not your friggin' blood toy. 
~Kim Harrison
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I meant I'm not afraid of love being difficult. If it was easy, then
everyone would find it. 
~Kim Harrison

Shouts of dismay rose as the red flesh splattered against the table. It
was only a tomato, but one would think I was pulping a decaying heart
by the noise the big, strong FIB officers were making. 
~Kim Harrison

Rose to Rachel: You cry you get angry then you do something about it. 
~Kim Harrison

For all his sourness, he was ruled by his heart. 
~Kim Harrison

You just click your heels and think there's no place like being pwned. 
~Kim Harrison

I do so like all-encompassing words. Verb, adjective, noun. Yes, you
are shitted. 
~Kim Harrison

I'd never seen a man who could outshop me, but Jenks was a master. 
~Kim Harrison
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